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Letter from the director  

This year has been a highly productive and intensive one at the TIK Centre. 

Many new research projects were initiated in collaboration with international and national 

partners. One example is a comparative project that will analyze the ways in which the most 

recent reports of the International Panel on Climate Change, IPCC are used (or not used) in 

different national settings in Europe. TIK is a partner and has an international adjunct 

professorship in this project, which is led by the CICERO climate research institute. TIK 

Centre has also initiated numerous other projects in 2013, see “Highlights of 2013.” 

TIK organized many international conferences and workshops in 2013. A notable example 

was the large conference “Collaborative Innovation in the Life Sciences: challenges and 

opportunities” which was held in Oslo in December. The conference marked the culmination 

of a research project on regional collaborations in the life sciences – a comparative project 

that was carried out by TIK and other leading Nordic research environments.  

In April 2013 TIK took an initiative to organize – along with our colleagues at the 

Department of Interdisciplinary Studies of Culture/KULT at NTNU – the “First Nordic STS 

conference” which attracted about 140 senior and junior researchers from numerous 

countries. This kind of regional STS conference is now planned to be held bi-annually, with 

the next meeting scheduled for Copenhagen in spring 2015. 

Another special event was an international, masters-level essay competition on the theme of 

“Social Science Understandings of Innovation Processes”, which the TIK Centre initiated and 

organized with the support of the Social Science Faculty at the University of Oslo. In all, 24 

master students from many countries submitted essays for consideration by an international 

jury. Winning entries were from Italy, Estonia, and the Netherlands.  

In research education, one doctoral candidate successfully defended his dissertation in 2013, 

and three new doctoral candidates were accepted following highly competitive application 

processes. In 2013 TIK also revised and developed its semester-long, introductory master 

course “Technology, innovation and knowledge” to include two new cross-cutting, 

interdisciplinary modules. The changes were very well received by the master students. And 

we were exceedingly proud when the TIK master student magazine Teknovatøren received 

recognition as the Best Student Magazine 2013 at the University of Oslo! 

In 2013 the TIK Centre was joined by numerous international scholars from leading research 

environments, at the same time as some TIK staff were visiting researchers abroad, see 

“Highlights.” 

In short, TIK is a creative and enjoyable place with multiple initiatives and activities. Just 

read on… 

 

  

 

Jane Summerton 

Professor, Director 
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1 – Highlights from 2013 – activities, initiatives, special events  

The activities of the TIK Centre this year were multifaceted and characterized by many new 

initiatives.  This section provides a short overview of specific activities and initiatives in 2013 

(see also publications and other results in other parts of this annual report).  

1.1 Research  

 New research projects with start-ups in 2013: 
 

o Project “IPCC AR5  in Europe: Usability, framing and communication of 
scientific knowledge” in cooperation with CICERO (project leader). 
Participants from TIK are Göran Sundqvist and Erlend Hermansson (TIK 
external doctoral candidate at CICERO). 
 

o Project “The Developmental State Reloaded: Brazilian industrial policy in the 
XXIst Century” in cooperation with Norwegian Institute for urban and 
regional research (NIBR). Participant from TIK is Helge Ryggvik.  

 
o Pilot project “Solar strategies for Norway; how can university 

based research contribute to cost reductions for solar energy technology?” in 
cooperation with Department for solar energy (IFE), Centre for Materials 

Science and Nanotechnology (UiO), Imperial College Business School, 

London and which is financed by the University of Oslo’s new Energy 
Initiative. Project leader is Olav Wicken. 

 
o Nordic workshop series “Challenging Futures: embracing innovation by 

criticizing technocracy” in cooperation between TIK, IT University of 
Copenhagen and Gothenburg University. The series is funded by the Swedish 
Foundation for Humanities and Social Sciences (Riksbankens Jubileumsfond) 
to stimulate research cooperation among leading Nordic STS-centres. 
 

o The Leiv Eiriksson Mobility programme:  
 
“Enacting Values in Practices of Co-modification”. Funding for a six month 
research stay at Center for Science, Technology, Medicine and Science, 
University of California, Berkeley for Professor Kristin Asdal.  
 
“Powering Global Development? The evolution of planning, monitoring and 
evaluation of Norway's development aid to the energy sector 1980-2010”. 
Funding for a 5 month research stay at Department of History and the 
interdisciplinary Program in Science, Technology and Society at the University 
of Michigan, Ann Arbor for PhD Fellow Hilde Reinertsen. 
 
“Putting Policies into Practice: Examining Statoil’s Policies and Relations with 
Indigenous Peoples in the Canadian and Venezuelan Oil Sands”. Funding for a 
three month research stay at TIK for PhD Fellow Jennifer Mills from York 
University, Canada.  
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o Project “The Aqua-Genome Project: ethical, legal and societal aspects (ELSA)” 
in cooperation with National Institute for Consumer Research (SIFO). 
Participant from TIK is Kristin Asdal.  

 
 

 Some publication highlights (a few examples):  
o Jan Fagerberg, Ben R.Martin and Esben Sloth Andersen (Eds), Innovation 

Studies: evolution and future challenges, Oxford University Press.  

o Rolf Lidskog and Göran Sundqvist, Miljøsosiologi, Gyldendal Akademisk. 

 

 TIK organized many international conferences and workshops in 2013: 
 

o Workshop “Engaging Environments: Analyzing lay knowledge and popular 
action on nature, the environment and climate change.” Keynote speakers: 
Kristin Asdal, Alan Irwin, Steven Yearley, Sverker Sörlin and Brian Wynne. 
 

o Conference “Regimes of Temporality” in cooperation with the 
multidisciplinary KULTRANS program (many keynote speakers). 
 

o Open Lecture “Kosmokoloss” by Bruno Latour in connection with Latour’s 
receiving the Holberg Prize 2013. 
 

o Workshop “Grasping Oil and Water”. Keynote speakers: Sarah Whatmore, 
Andrew Barry, and Kristin Asdal. 
 

o Workshop “Summarising Science for Climate Policy, organised by the project 
“Dissemination of scientific knowledge as a policy instrument in climate 
policy”. Invited discussants: Kristin Asdal, Alan Irwin, Petra Tschakert and 
Brian Wynne. 
 

o Workshops “Emergence and world making” and “Wreckage and Recovery” in 
collaboration between TIK and the Department of Anthropology. Keynote 
speaker and facilitator was Anna Tsing, who is a shared part-time professor 
(professor II) at TIK and the Department of Anthropology 2013-2015. 

o Conference “Collaborative Innovation in the Life Sciences: challenges and 
opportunities.” Many international keynote speakers, including Woody Powell 
(Stanford University), Michelle Gittelman (Rutgers University) and Finn 
Valentin (Copenhagen Business School).  
 

 TIK also initiated and organized the “First Nordic STS Conference” on April 24-26 in 
cooperation with the Department of Interdisciplinary Studies of Culture/KULT at 
NTNU. The conference, which attracted more than 140 researchers, is now scheduled 
to be held on a bi-annual basis with the next conference taking place in Copenhagen. 
 

 TIK became a full member of the “European Forum for Studies of Policies for 
Research and Innovation” (EU-Spri Forum), starting in 2014. Besides annual 
conferences in areas that are highly relevant for TIK’s researchers, this forum 
arranges numerous international activities and exchange opportunities for Ph.D. 
students which are expected to be valuable for the Centre’s doctoral candidates.  
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 TIK initiated and launched - with the support of the Social Science Faculty at the 
University of Oslo - an international, masters-level essay competition on the theme of 
“Social Science Understandings of Innovation Processes”. In all, 24 master students 
from many countries submitted essays for consideration by an international jury. 
Winning entries were from Riccardo David Battaglia, Italy (first prize), Johann 
Vallistu, Estonia (second prize) and Stijn van Ewijk, the Netherlands (third prize).  

 

 TIK initiated a Norwegian STS network that includes an electronic mailing list for 
exchange of information about STS-related events, available positions and other 
initiatives. The mailing list is administered by TIK and also includes posting of 
relevant international events. 
 

 At TIK’s initiative, the new multidisciplinary, university-wide UiO Energy Initiative 
was housed in 2013 next to TIK’s office facilities (comprising a share of the fifth 
floor), which is expected to facility close collaboration between the Initiative and TIK.  
 

 TIK participated in numerous activities as part of the 50th Anniversary of the Social 
Science Faculty at the University of Oslo, which was one of many activities for 
dissemination of research results from the Centre. 
 

 TIK appointed two new post-doctoral researchers: Tone Druglitrø (STS) and Jens 
Hansson (Innovation), following a competitive process that included 35 applicants for 
these positions. The Centre also appointed Jarle Moss Hildrum as researcher at the 
Centre.  
 

 Visiting Researchers at TIK for extended parts of the year included: Brian Wynne 
(University of Lancaster), Anna Tsing (University of California, Santa Cruz), Fulvio 
Castellacci (Norwegian Institute of Foreign Affairs, Max Fochler (University of 
Vienna), Gro Birgit Ween (University of Aberdeen), Charles Edqvist (CIRCLE, 
Sweden).  
 

 TIK’s Kristin Asdal was Visiting Researcher at the Centre for Science,  Technology, 
Medicine and Society at the University of California, Berkeley in fall 2013 (funding 
from Fulbright Foundation and Leiv Eirikssons mobility program). 

 

1.2 Education: Ph.D. and master program activities 

 

 Jens Hansson successfully defended his doctoral dissertation “Dynamics of 
Innovation Systems for Renewable Energy Technology: the role of post-introduction 
improvements” on October 4. 
 

 Eight doctoral candidates at TIK successfully carried out half-way or final dissertation 
seminars in 2013 as part of the Centre’s seminar series, see appendix 4. 
 

 TIK’s participated in the Ph.D.-level program “Norwegian Research School in 
Innovation”, NORSI in collaboration with multiple national and international 
partners such as NTNU, Norges Handelshøyskole and Copenhagen Business School. 
Besides teaching contributions by Magnus Gulbrandsen and Jan Fagerberg, 
numerous doctoral candidates from TIK participated in selected courses. 
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 TIK’s revised and developed its Ph.D. course “History and Theory”, which was offered 
in October and attended by seven doctoral candidates at the Centre (course 
responsibility: Sissel Myklebust).  
 

 TIK also further developed and led the Social Science Faculty’s obligatory Ph.D. 
course in Philosophy of Science, which was offered to all doctoral candidates within 
the faculty in spring and fall 2013. TIK also contributed to organizing an international 
doctoral course within the Oslo Summer School. 

 

 TIK admitted two new doctoral candidates, Christine Mee Lie and Tina Talleraas, who 
were selected in an international competitive process that encompassed more than 
110 applicants. The Centre also accepted a new “industry Ph.D. candidate” Hanne 
Stine Hallingby in cooperation with Telenor with whom TIK has extended research 
collaboration. TIK also posted an additional Ph.D. position for start in 2014. 
 

 TIK’s doctoral candidate Hilde Nykamp received a prize for “Best Early Career Poster” 
at the EU-Spri annual conference in Madrid in May. 
 

 TIK’s doctoral candidate Hilde Reinertsen was visiting researcher at the Department 
of History, University of Michigan in fall 2013 (funding from Leiv Eirikssons mobility 
program, Ingmund Kirkeruds fund and Ryoichi Saskawa Young Leaders Fellowship 
Fund). 
 

 TIK welcomed several doctoral students as visiting researchers at TIK:  Eirik Frøhaug 
Swensen (NTNU), Kuang Yi Chao (University of Wroclaw, Poland) and Jennifer Mills 
(York University, Toronto). 
 

 
 
Master programs 

 

 TIK’s revised and carried out its full-semester master course TIK 4002 “Technology, 
Innovation and Knowledge” with five thematic modules, including two newly 
developed, cross-cutting and synthesizing modules. The course received highly 
positive course evaluations.  
 

 A total of 17 master theses on a wide variety of themes were successfully submitted, 
see appendix 5.  
 

 To encourage and support study abroad among the Centre’s ESST master students, 
TIK organized a seminar with participation by the ESST international coordinator 
Jessica Mesman, University of Maastricht, which resulted in a notable increase in the 
number of students who applied for foreign study in fall 2013. 

 With the support of the Social Science Faculty, TIK initiated an European, master-
level essay competition on innovation. In all 24 entries were evaluated by an 
international jury consisting of Bengt-Åke Lundvall (Aalborg), Alexandro Nuvolari 
(Pisa) and Anna Bergek (Linkøping). The winners were: Riccardo David Battaglia 
(Italy), Johanna Vallistu (Estonia) and Stijn van Ewijk (the Netherlands). The prize 
ceremony in November also included a guest lecture by Lundvall as well as 
presentations of the winning essays by each of the prize winners. 

 

 In cooperation with the Social Science Faculty, TIK carried out an evaluation of its 
two master programs. The evaluation affirmed that the programs are demanding and 
reflect high quality, while also noting points for further improvement. 
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 TIK’s master programs continued to be highly attractive, as indicated by a total of 191 
applications to the two-year “TIK master” and 134 applications to the 18-month 
“ESST master” in 2013. The two programs have a combined number of 30 accepted 
students per year. The new students started at TIK in September 2013, when a master 
mingling between staff and students was organized. 
 

 TIK’s student magazine Teknovatøren, which is produced by the Centre’s master 
programs, was awarded the University of Oslo’s prize for “Best Student Magazine” in 
2013.  Teknovatøren also released its fifth and issues, focused on the themes of 
“Creative Destruction” (fifth issue) and “Subduing Nature” (sixth issue). The 
magazine is distributed internationally, among else within the European ESST-
network.  
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2 – The TIK Centre:  background, organization, facts and figures 

The TIK Centre at the University of Oslo was established by the senate (now the University 

Board) as an independent unit organized under the Faculty of Social Sciences in 1999. This 

unit was a merge of the former Centre for Technology and Human Values (TMV), the 

interdisciplinary “European master programme in Society, Science and Technology” (ESST) 

and the Prosjektforum (project forum, which is no longer a part of the centre).  

The TIK Centre carries out high quality research, education and research communication in 

the following areas (see also 3.2): 

• Science and Technology Studies (STS) 

• Innovation studies 

The TIK Centre’s activities are led by a director who is responsible for overall scientific and 

administrative activities, assisted by a head of administration with delegated responsibility 

for administrative matters.  In addition, the director is assisted by a core leadership group 

that consists of the head of administration and the leaders of the Centre’s two research 

groups. The director reports to the Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences, as well as to the 

TIK Board which has overall governing responsibility for the Centre’s activities. 

The TIK Centre’s educational activities are led by a doctoral program leader and a master’s 

program coordinator, in close cooperation with an Educational Program Council that consists 

of student representatives as well as the respective leaders. 

For information on TIK’s leadership and board, see appendix 1. 

 

Staff, doctoral candidates and visiting researchers 

At the beginning of 2013, the TIK Centre consisted of a total staff of 27,2 as follows: one 

director/professor, six professors, one associate professor, three part-time 

professors/associate professors (10-30% of full time), two researchers, five postdoctoral 

fellows, five administrative staff and twenty-two registered doctoral/Ph.D. candidates. 

During this time the Centre had 63 registered master students. In addition the Centre hosted 

numerous researchers as guest researchers for extended periods of time in 2013 (for all staff 

and guests, see appendix 2).    

For facts and figures about the TIK Centre’s activities, see appendix 3.   
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3 – Research groups and research projects at TIK  

Research at the TIK Centre is organized into two research groups: the Science, Technology 

and Culture research group and the Innovation Studies research group. 

3.1  Science, Technology and Culture  

TIK’s research in this area, which can be situated within the multidisciplinary field of Science 

& Technology Studies (STS), focuses on the ways in which science and technology are shaped, 

become institutionalized and become involved in politics. Science and technology are viewed 

as cultural and material practices that can be fruitfully studied from both historical and 

contemporary perspectives. Three questions that are central to TIK’s research in this area are: 

 How are scientific and technological objects produced? 

 How is scientific knowledge interpreted and used by various groups in society, 

particularly in connection with controversies and political processes? 

 What are the relationships between knowledge/expertise, politics and nature? 

Within these areas, one main concern is to understand the roles of experts in controversies 

surrounding nature, as well as the ways in which various historical, cultural and institutional 

contexts contribute to framing these controversies. Another important issue is to analyze the 

ways in which expert knowledge is used in environmental regulation, with a special focus on 

tensions between and expert-driven and a more democratic regulation. Yet another research 

interest is to understand the dynamics of HMS cultures within the petroleum sector, both 

with regard to actors’ interpretations of risks and the challenges of creating robust 

regulations.  

Research in this area is also committed to deepening current insights into various theoretical 

and methodological issues at the intersection of STS and history, as exemplified by the 

challenges that can be implied as “reading texts” and “writing in nature” in historical 

accounts.  

In 2013 the research group had 13 on-going, externally funded research projects 

as follows:  

Title of project Project manager  Financing 
The Aqua-Genome Project: ethical, legal 
and societal aspects (ELSA) 

Kristin Asdal  
Research Council of 
Norway 

Enacting Values in Practices of Co-
modification Kristin Asdal 

Research Council of 
Norway 

Newcomers to the farm (in cooperation 
with Dept. of Anthropology, project leader) Kristin Asdal 

Research Council of 
Norway 

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) in 
Society Kristin Asdal 

Research Council of 
Norway 

Transformations/Innovations Kristin Asdal 
Research Council of 
Norway 

NORDICCS – The NordiCCS Competence 
Centre (in cooperation with Dept. of 
Geology, UiO as project leader) Knut Haukelid 

Research Council of 
Norway 
 

Powering Global Development? The Hilde Reinertsen Research Council of 
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evolution of planning, monitoring and 
evaluation of Norway's development aid to 
the energy sector 1980-2010 

Norway 

Den norske energierfaringen – et 
industriperspektiv  Helge Ryggvik NHO 
The Developmental State Reloaded: 
Brazilian industrial policy in the XXIst 
Century 

Helge Ryggvik  
Research Council of 
Norway 

Putting Policies into Practice: Examining 
Statoil’s Policies and Relations with 
Indigenous Peoples in the Canadian and 
Venezuelan Oil Sands Jennifer Mills/ 

Helge Ryggvik 
Research Council of 
Norway 

Dissemination of Scientific Knowledge as a 
Policy Instrument in Climate Policy Göran Sundqvist 

Research Council of 
Norway 

International Socio-Technical Challenges 
for implementing geological disposal  Göran Sundqvist 

Research Council of 
Norway/ EU: 
Seventh Framework 
Program 

IPCC AR5  in Europe: Usability, framing 
and communication of scientific 
knowledge” 

Göran Sundqvist 
Research Council of 
Norway 

 

3.2   Innovation  

TIK’s research in this area focuses on understanding the complex and dynamic relationships 

between the technological, economic and social factors that contribute to innovation in 

various firms, sectors, regions and countries.  The point of departure for this work is that 

technological change and learning are important driving forces for societal change. Central 

questions include: 

 What characterizes innovation? 

 What are the relationships between innovations, economic growth and competition, 

and technological change?   

 How is knowledge created and used in innovation processes and systems, and what is 

the role of learning in such processes? 

 How can innovation studies and innovation theory contribute to our understanding of 

global issues such as knowledge-based economic dynamics, transitions in energy 

systems, and the role of public policy in modern economy? 

One main area of interest concerns the economics of innovation, i.e. how to explain 

differences in innovation and economic development between firms, regions and countries.  

A second area focuses on understanding science and innovation policy, particularly the role 

of universities and firms in knowledge-driven policy. Issues related to innovation and growth 

in resource-based industries and economies (such as Norway) are also explored, i.e. why are 

these economics so successful?  Another area of research interest centers on analyzing the 

relationships between climate, technology and policy, particularly with regard to system-
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level transitions to renewable energies. Finally, work on the management of innovation in 

firms is also carried out within this research group.  

In 2013 the research group had eight on-going, externally funded research 

projects as follows:  

Title of project Project manager  Financing 

Innovation – a new guide Jan Fagerberg 
Research Council of 
Norway 

R&D Policy by Sector: A Cross-Country 
Investigation  Magnus Gulbrandsen 

Research Council of 
Norway 

Synergies and Tensions in Innovation in 
the Life Sciences (STILS) Magnus Gulbrandsen 

Research Council of 
Norway 

Policy Tools for Regional Innovation in 
Capital City Regions  Magnus Gulbrandsen 

Research Council of 
Norway 

Internet Economy Research Community: 
Innovation and  Value Creation  

Magnus 
Gulbrandsen/Jarle 
Hildrum Telenor 

Måling av innovasjon i Telenor Jarle Hildrum Telenor 

Renewable energy as transition strategy Keith Smith 
Research Council of 
Norway 

Centre for Sustainable Energy Studies 
(CenSES), a Centre for Environment-
friendly Energy Research (FME)  Olav Wicken 

Research Council of 
Norway 
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4 – Publications (journal articles and book chapters only) 

4.1 Journal articles 

Solesvik, Marina. Entrepreneurial motivations and intentions: investigating the role of 

education major. Education + Training 2013; Volum 55. (3) s.253-271 

Solesvik, Marina; Gulbrandsen, Magnus. Partner selection for open innovation. 

Technology innovation management review 2013; Volum 7. (4) s.11-16 

Iakovleva, Tatiana; Solesvik, Marina; Trifilova, Anna. Financial availability and 

government support for women entrepreneurs in transitional economies: Cases of Russia and 

Ukraine. Journal of Small Business and Enterprise Development 2013; Volum 20. (2) s.314-

340 

Druglitrø, Tone. Motstand mot "forstanden": Kontroversen om forsøksdyr og 

forsøksdyrutvalget i Norge på 1970-tallet. Materialisten. Tidsskrift for forskning, fagkritikk 

og teoretisk debatt 2013; Volum 40. (3) s.59-87 

Borch, Odd Jarl; Solesvik, Marina. Collaborative Design of Advanced Vessel Technology 

for Offshore Operations in Arctic Waters. Lecture Notes in Computer Science 2013; Volum 

8091. (1) s.157-160 

Solesvik, Marina; Westhead, Paul; Matlay, Harry; Parsyak, Vladimir. 

Entrepreneurial assets and mindsets: benefit from university entrepreneurship education 

investment. Education + Training 2013; Volum 55. (8/9) s.748-762 

Fagerberg, Jan; Feldman, Maryann P.; Srholec, Martin. Technological dynamics and 

social capability: US states and European nations. Journal of Economic Geography 2013 s.1-

25 

Skålholt, Asgeir; Thune, Taran Mari. Coping With Economic Crises - The Role of 

Clusters. European Planning Studies 2013 s.1-18 

Borlaug, Siri Brorstad; Jacob, Merle Leotha. Who commercialises Research at 

Swedish universities and why? Prometheus 2013 

Gjefsen, Mads Dahl. Carbon Cultures: Technology Planning for Energy and Climate in the 

US and EU. Science &amp; Technology Studies 2013; Volum 26. (3) s.63-81 

Lidskog, Rolf; Sundqvist, Göran; Kall, Ann-Sofie; Sandin, Per; Larsson, Stig. 

Intensive forestry in Sweden: stakeholders' evaluation of benefits and risk. Journal of 

Integrative Environmental Sciences 2013; Volum 10. (3-4) s.145-160 

Sundqvist, Göran. Not here, not there, not anywhere: politics, social movements, and the 

disposal of low-level radioactive waste. By Daniel J. Sherman: RFF Press, Washington, DC, 

London, 2011. 240 pp., ISBN 1933115920. Journal of Environmental Policy and Planning 

2013; Volum 15. (1) s.131-133 
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4.2 Book chapters 

Fagerberg, Jan; Srholec, Martin. Knowledge, Capabilities and the Poverty Trap: The 

complex interplay between technological, social and geographical factors. I: Knowledge and 

the Economy. Springer 2013 ISBN 978-94-007-6130-8. 

Lidskog, Rolf; Sundqvist, Göran. Sociology of Risk. I: Essentials of Risk Theory. 

Springer 2013 ISBN 978-94-007-5454-6. S.75-105 

Fagerberg, Jan; Martin, Ben R.; Andersen, Esben Sloth. Innovation Studies: 

Towards a New Agenda. I: Innovation Studies Evolution & Future Challenges. Oxford 

University Press 2013 ISBN 9780199686353. S.1-17 

 

 
4.3  TIK Innovation Studies Working Paper Series (electronic publications)  
 

Innovation - a New Guide 
by Jan Fagerberg  

Scoping paper: Developing University Innovation Capacity: How can 

innovation policy effectively harness universities’ capability to promote 
high-growth technology businesses? 

by Einar Rasmussen & Paul Benneworth & Magnus Gulbrandsen  

Technological Dynamics and Social Capability: US States and European 
Nations 

by Jan Fagerberg & Maryann P. Feldman & Martin Srholec  

The changing global economic landscape: What are the factors that 
matter? 
by Jan Fagerberg  

 
 
 

   

 

http://ideas.repec.org/p/tik/inowpp/20131119.html
http://ideas.repec.org/p/tik/inowpp/20131007.html
http://ideas.repec.org/p/tik/inowpp/20131007.html
http://ideas.repec.org/p/tik/inowpp/20131007.html
http://ideas.repec.org/p/tik/inowpp/20130819.html
http://ideas.repec.org/p/tik/inowpp/20130819.html
http://ideas.repec.org/p/tik/inowpp/20130201.html
http://ideas.repec.org/p/tik/inowpp/20130201.html
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5 – Educational programs and other activities 

 

5.1  Doctoral program at TIK  

The TIK departmental doctoral study plan in Technology, Innovation and Culture is one of 

seven study plans within the doctoral program that is offered by the Faculty of Social 

Sciences at UiO. The TIK program aims to provide both research training and a broad base of 

advanced knowledge in theoretical and methodological approaches within STS and 

innovation studies. The program, which consists of obligatory course work and seminar 

participation in addition to thesis writing, is designed to be completed within three years of 

full-time study. The obligatory courses and seminars are:  

 TIK9001 Theory and History 

 TIK9011 Science and Technology Studies 

 TIK9021 Innovation Studies 

 TIK9101 Obligatory Ph.D. seminars 

A completed doctoral degree in Technology, Innovation and Culture is equal to 180 ECTS 

credits, which consists of 150 credits of thesis work and 30 credits approved course work and 

seminar participation. 

As of December 2013, TIK had 22 registered Ph.D. Research Fellows, of which 14 in STS and 

8 in innovation studies. For information about students and their supervisors, see appendix 2. 

 

5.2  Masters programs at TIK  

The TIK Centre offers two masters programs as follows: 

 Master’s program in Technology, Innovation and Knowledge (“TIK masters”), 2 year 

degree program 

 European Master’s Program on Society, Science and Technology (“ESST masters”), 1.5 

year degree program 

The Master’s program in Technology, Innovation and Knowledge is a multidisciplinary 

program that aims to understand the role of technologies and knowledge as cultural and 

social phenomena in modern economies and societies. The program thus analyzes various 

dimensions of the knowledge society, where core issues are how technologies and knowledge 

are created and used in politics, firms, organizations and other parts of society. While firmly 

rooted in STS and innovation studies, the program draws extensively from relevant research 

findings from sociology, anthropology, history, philosophy, economics and economic history.  

Organizationally the program consists of one year of course work followed by one year of 

writing a thesis. The program is designed to provide students with a firm base of knowledge 

for future positions in a range of areas related to technology’s development in society, 

innovation strategies and the politics of knowledge, as well as serve as a basis for 
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participation in research projects or doctoral studies. For more information, see 

www.uio.no/studier/program/tik-master. 

The European Master’s Program on Society, Science and Technology is offered within the 

framework of an educational cooperation among 14 universities who participate in the joint 

European Program on Society, Science and Technology (ESST-network). While this program 

at TIK is similar in its course offerings to the TIK-masters as described above, there are two 

important differences. The first is that the ESST master’s program encourages students to 

study at one of the participating European universities during their second and third 

semester by taking courses within these universities’ areas of academic specialization.  The 

second distinction with this program is that it encompasses 1.5 years of study, thus consisting 

of somewhat less academic course work and shorter thesis writing time than the TIK masters.  

The ESST masters is designed to provide students with competence within areas related to 

the development of science and technology in e.g. public administration, firms, public and 

private research and consultant institutes, and innovation-based organizations . A recent 

study by the Faculty of Social Science at UiO showed that candidates within this program 

obtain employment most quickly, reflect an even balance between employment in public and 

private sectors, and often have the highest salary levels. For more information, see 

www.uio.no/studier/program/esst-master. 

In 2012, the TIK Centre admitted 20 students to the TIK-master program and 10 students to 

the ESST-master program.  

 

5.3  Student magazine Teknovatøren 

TIK’s student magazine Teknovatøren was founded in late 2010 by students within TIK’s 

masters programs under the leadership of Christian Guttormsen and a first board of directors 

that consisted of five master students. In early 2011 they published what became the first 

semi-scientific journal of innovation and technology studies at the University of Oslo. 

Teknovatøren aims to be a popular science forum for technology and innovation studies by 

contributing to increased public knowledge about these fields. The magazine also acts as an 

important portal for students to exhibit and practice journalistic writing – a style of writing 

that is scarce in academia. Furthermore, Teknovatøren seeks to be a social and academic 

unifier amongst the students at the TIK Centre, as well as strengthen ties between students 

and faculty members.  The magazine is supported economically by the TIK Centre as well as 

other sponsors.  

In 2012 Teknovatøren was released in two volumes, one on the theme Creative Destruction 

and one on the theme Subduing Nature  (both in English). The English magazine has been 

distributed widely within the European ESST-network, see 4.2.  

  

http://www.uio.no/studier/program/tik-master
http://www.uio.no/studier/program/esst-master
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6 – TIK’s work environment  

 

TIK continued to take initiatives to strengthen its work environment both intellectually and 

socially. Employee dialog meetings (“medarbeidersamtaler”) were carried out with all 

personnel, and a work place improvement plan was drawn up and implemented in virtually 

all areas. The Centre’s international seminar series continued to be an attractive and dynamic 

intellectual meeting place for all staff and guests, see appendix 4.  Socio-professional events 

included  the a two-day all-staff conference, the TIK Wednesday lunch, the annual “master 

mingling” between staff and new students in September, and participation of “Team TIK” in 

the annual Holmenkollen running relay race in May. 
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          Appendix 1 

TIK’s Leadership and Board 2013 

Director:   Jane Summerton, professor 

Head of Administration: Anne-Cathrine Wesnes, M.A. 

 

Leadership Group:  Jane Summerton 

    Anne Cathrine Wesnes 

    Magnus Gulbrandsen, professor  

    Göran Sundqvist, professor 

TIK Board: 

Marianne E. Lien, professor, Dept. of Social 

Anthropology (chair) 

Substitute: Hanne Haavind, professor, Dept. 

of Psychology 

Tore Tennøe, director, Norwegian 

Technology Council (vice-chair) 

Substitute: Erland Skogli, manager, Analysis 

and industrial policy, Hovedorganisasjonen 

Virke 

Helge Jordheim, project manager and 

researcher, KULTRANS 

Substitute: Tania Storsul, professor, Dept. Of 

Media and Communication 

Åse Gornitzka, Associate Professor, Dept. Of 

Political Science 

Substitute: Christian Krohn-Hansen,   

professor, Dept. of Social Anthropology 

Jon Vatnaland, Senior Vice President, Head
 of Strategy, Wind Power and Technologies, 
Statkraft 

Substitute: Daniel Ras-Vidal, Director FIN
and Senior Innovation Advisor, Abelia 

Kristin Asdal, professor, scientific rep TIK Substitute: Sissel Myklebust, associate 

professor, TIK 

Hege Rudi Standal, Ph.D. Research fellow, 
TIK 

Substitute: Hilde Reinertsen, Ph.D. research 

fellow, TIK 

Tina Næss, Senior executive officer, TIK  Substitute: Øystein Moen, higher executive 

officer, TIK 

Ole Kristian Bergheim, student rep TIK  Substitute: Anniken Nordby

Erland Wigenstad, student rep TIK  Substitute: Siri Svarthumle 
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Appendix 2 

TIK staff, guest researchers and doctoral candidates 2013 

 

Professors, senior researchers, postdoctoral fellows 

Kristin Asdal, professor     Keith Smith, professor (part-time) 

Jan Fagerberg, professor    Brian Wynne, professor II (part-time) 

Magnus Gulbrandsen, professor   Fulvio Castellacci, professor II (part-time) 

Jane Summerton, professor    Anna Bergek, associate professor II 

Göran Sundqvist, professor 

Olav Wicken, professor 

Sissel Myklebust, associate professor    

Knut Haukelid, researcher 

Helge Ryggvik, researcher 

 

Jarle Hildrum, postdoctoral fellow 

Stefanie Jenssen, postdoctoral fellow 

Ann-Sofie Kall, postdoctoral fellow 

Taran M. Thune, postdoctoral fellow 

Marina Solesvik, postdoctoral fellow 

 

Administrative staff 

Anne Cathrine Wesnes, Head of Administration 

Tina Næss, Senior Executive Officer    Luxman Rajasingam, Head Engineer 

Øystein Moen, Higher Executive Officer   Bente Bleskestad, Executive Officer 

 

Guest researchers 2013 (extended periods of time) 

Anna Tsing (University of California, Santa Cruz) Charles Edqvist (CIRCLE, Sweden) 
 
Max Fochler (University of Vienna)   Gro Birgit Ween (University of Aberdeen), 

Eirik Frøhaug Swensen (NTNU)   Jennifer Mills (York University, Toronto) 

Kuang Yi Chao (University of Wroclaw, Poland) 
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Doctoral candidates and supervisors 

Doctoral candidate Principal Supervisor Assistant Supervisor 

Siri Brorstad Borlaug Merle Jacob Magnus Gulbrandsen 

Jørund Falnes Kristin Asdal Dagrun Skjelbred 

Morten Fosaas Jan Fagerberg Anna Bergek 

Mads Dahl Gjefsen Göran Sundqvist Sheila Jasanoff 

Erlend Hermansen Göran Sundqvist Hege Westskog 

Eivind Alf Jacobsen Göran Sundqvist Kristin Asdal 

Ásdís Jónsdóttir Tian Sørhaug Gísli Pálsson 

Christine Mee Lie Jan Fagerberg  

Sylvia Lysgård Göran Sundqvist Kristin Asdal 

Linda Madsen Kristin Asdal Ingunn Moser 

Turid Markussen Olaf H. Smedal John Law 

Håkon Normann Sjur Kasa Olav Wicken 

Hilde Nykamp Magnus Gulbrandsen  

Helena Nynäs Sissel Myklebust Mari Hvattum 

Kjetil Olaussen Tian Sørhaug Runar Døving 

Ha Thi Bich Pham Olav Wicken Keith Smith 

Hilde Reinertsen Kristin Asdal  

Maria Røhnebæk Anne Marie Berg/ Lars 

Fuglsang 

Tian Sørhaug 

Guro Ådnegård Skarstad Kristin Asdal  

Hege Rudi Standal Magnus Gulbrandsen Merle Jacob 

Kasper Rogde Søyland Olav Wicken  Finn Østavik 

Tina Talleraas Göran Sundqvist  
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Appendix 3  

TIK in Facts and Figures  

Scientific publications 2013 15 

Master’s programs 2 

Bachelor programs 0 

Courses (master and Ph.D.) 10 

PhD-students 22 

Scientific person years (2013)* 24,1 

Administrative person years (2013)*1 4,25 

Total number of employees (2013)* 28,3 

Budget (2013) 25, 7 mill. NOK 

Percent of the budget that is financed by external grants (2013) 52 % 

Research projects with external funding (2013) 21 

*Source: Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSD) 

                                                           
1
 Actual administrative years at TIK for 2013 is 2,75. Two members of staff worked in reduced percentage at TIK, 

while filling supporting positions at other units at the Faculty of Social Sciences. The number from DBH also 

includes the Centre Director as employed in an administrative position. 
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          Appendix 4 

TIK’s seminar series 2013 

Spring 2013 

Date Speaker Title  

30 January  Hilde Reinertsen, TIK 

Mid-term dissertation seminar 

“Does aid work? Planning, 

monitoring, and evaluation of 

Norwegian hydropower and 

petroleum projects since the 

1980s” 

27 February Morten Fosaas, TIK 

Mid-term dissertation seminar 

“Towards coherence in the 

innovation systems 

frameworks” 

1 March Hege Rudi Standal, TIK 

Mid-term dissertation seminar 

“Å endre vitenskapelig praksis: 

forsknings- og 

innovasjonspolitikk i 

kunnskapsproduksjon” 

13 March Ásdís Jónsdóttir, TIK 

Final dissertation seminar 

“Melting Glaciers: Iceland(s) in 

the Global Nature of Climate 

Change” 

20 March Kjetil Olaussen, 

Markedshøyskolen i Oslo og 

TIK 

Mid-term dissertation seminar 

«Pastoralmakt i 

Markedssamfunnet» 

17 April Gro Ween, University of 

Aberdeen 

“Domestiseringens natur: laks, 

perspektivisme og ANT” 

15 April Thomas Hylland Eriksen, 

Department of Anthropology, 

UiO 

“The crises of globalization: 

anthropology in an overheated 

world” 

29 May Max Fochler,  

University of Vienna 

“Biotech companies as 

experiments in living and 

working in research: stories 

from an Austrian biotope” 

5 June Erlend Hermansen, CICERO 

and TIK 

Mid-term dissertation seminar 

“The science-policy nexus in 

Norwegian climate policy” 
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Fall 2013 

Date Speaker Title  

 28 August  Katarina Larsen,  

Kungliga Tekniska Høgskolan, 

Sweden 

«Institutes and new roles in 

science, technology and 

innovation» 

25 September Sylvia Lysgård, TIK 

Mid-term dissertation seminar 

"Building solutions - realising 

futures: A study of two different 

energy projects" 

9 October Hanne-Stine Hallingby, 

Telenor 

“High-tech innovation 

dynamics and transformation of 

ICT business ecosystems” 

30 October Staffan Læstadius,  

Kungliga Tekniska Høgskolan, 

Sweden 

«Climate Change and Economic 

Crisis: the need for innovation 

and transformation» 

13 November Charles Edquist,  

CIRCLE, Sweden 

"How to design innovation 

policy - including the example 

of public procurement for 

innovation" 

20 November Jennifer Mills,  

York University, Canada 

“Oil Politics and Global 

Resistance: Perspectives from 

Norway and Canada on the 

Albertan Tar Sands” 

25 November Bengt-Åke Lundvall, 

Aalborg University 

"Innovation and Industrial 

Development in Africa" 

9 December Mads Dahl Gjefsen, TIK 

Final dissertation seminar 

“Mål eller middel? Symbolikk, 

samhold og styring av en 

overgangsteknologi” 
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          Appendix 5 

TIK Master Theses – submissions 2013 

Austheim, Marianne Løken, “Supplier-customer collaboration from an open innovation perspective: a 

comparative case study of four small and medium-sized supplier firms in high-tech defense industry” 

Barbosa, Camilla Costa, “Innovation in Museums through the use of ICTs” 

Bremer, Agnese, “Diffusion of straw bale building in Norway and Denmark” 

Colle, Emelier Roxanne Widarsdatter, “Kappløpet I cyberspace: en comparative casestudie av fire 

innovasjoner drevet frem av internettkriminalitet” 

Cunningham, William, «Wave Energy and Actor-Network Theory: the Irish Case» 

Czynski, Kristine, «Oljeeventyr eller verdensarv: politikk og vitenskap i kontroversen om Lofotens 

framtid» 

Doppelmayr, Andreas, «”It’s all about love”: Organization, knowledge sharing and innovation among 

the Nigerian Yahoo boys» 

Endresen, Mari, «Innovation in the public sector: A review of the new norwegian policy for public 

sector innovation» 

Enger, Simen Gangnæs, «Dual-Use Technology and Defence-Civilian Spillover: Evidence from the 

Norwegian Defence Industry» 

Habhab, Bente Beate Folkestad, «Den nye byen i byen: en studie av utviklingsforløpet i Bjørvika» 

Jøines, Stefan Øvsterud, «Domestic Capability Building and Inward Transfer in the Cuban Petroleum 

Industry» 

Koesah, Dede, «Understanding the Growth of Renewable Technology: the Development of the 

Norwegian Photovoltaic Innovation System» 

Kranstad, Katrine, “Exploring the Characteristics of Publicly Facilitated Inter-organisational Networks 

from a Learning Perspective” 

Skorpen, Gro Stueland, “Pushing the Wind Through Digital Matter: The Digital Politics of a Brussels 

Lobby Organisation” 

Sødal, Gjermund, “First-Mover Fragility: A Study of Six Academic Spin-off Companies” 

Tunheim, Håvard, “Social Innovation Policy in the EU: why social innovation became a policy topic in 

the EU” 

Ween, Birgitte Lunder, “The Development and Implementation of Charging Infrastructure in the 

Southeast Part of Norway” 
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